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A real singular experience !. If you're into simple matching games then this game is for you!. TL;DR: A criminally underated
arcade shooter with great feeling weapon mechanics and unusual movement system.

First Impressions: Huh nice vectorish style art. Weapons are solid, some combo'ing here and there

First S Rank: MAN THAT WAZ AWESUM

A high score game where keeping your multiplier up is part of the difficulty. Where slaughtering waves of enemies as
efficiently as possible before they body you, turns into you dashing around the map desperately looking for more enemies to
keep that combo going.
You press a button to change the direction you face, so shooting things above and below you becomes a real connundrum,
mitigated by the use of other weapons that will deplete a meter that you reaaaly don't want to run out.
Enemies are introduced through the levels you unlock as you go and range in size, attack methods and how much health they
have. Leaving you to wonder how best to gracefully explode them

This is a really well designed game and will be looking to pick it up on switch as well.. Although the game has an intriguing and
comical concept, I found the gameplay unenjoyable and tedious. Not worth the buy, in my opinion.. dev is a criminal 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/797090\/announcements\/detail\/1795154265374413713. More like America's second
national anthem. This is by far the best of the DLCs sofar. The presentation is amazing, the models beautiful and the setup
quick and easy. Not to mention that this is a hilarious, tense and fun game.

Let's hope we will get more Zombicide DLC in the future!
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its basic but very fun just you looking down placing towers and upgrading them recommend for a break from manic vring. A
fun, fluid Platform game. I tried it at an event, and bought it on the spot I liked it so much.

The game is based around a simple mechanic - shifting between two different colour dimensions, red and blue. You can only
interact - for better or worse - with anything in the same dimension as you. This means you can make floors dissappear, create
paths to run along, or dodge an explosion by shifting between the two.

Built on top of this is a parkour platformer, with fluid, intuative controls, and a wonderful "Lost World" asthetic.

about the only minor issue is the automatic camera doesn't always follow you, but easially fixed with full manual camera control
always availiable on the second stick. Controller is highly recommended for this game

Perfect if you liked the time trials in mirror's edge, the polarising mechanic in Ikaruga or pretty much any part of CloudBuilt.
Great for SpeedRunners.. As soon as the game starts, right at the menu, CPU and GPU both go to %100.
Its as if the game is Mining through my computer. Everything slows down, and CPU heat goes wildly high.

Real Bitcoin Simulator.
Would break computer again 10\/10

edit:
in comments people asked my computer configs (asked in their own strange ways):

CPU: Intel i7 5820K 3.3 GHz
RAM: 32 GB DDR4 @3000 Mhz
GPU: 1080Ti
HDD: 500 GB Nvme 2. This is one of the best scary games on the vive, plenty of atmosphere and jump scares!! But... (of
course there's a but!!) ... as good as the random level generation is ( a god send for an experience like this) .. the ability to
survivor the game is just as random. Also it doesn't seem to be fully optimised for VR. A 1070 should not be suffering judder at
this stage of the game. The locomotion is ln't too great either, it will definitely make the inexperienced sick. Maybe if they
added some like climbey grip locomotion? Sure it's work for a wheelchair. But as it stands, touch pad sucks!! Other than that, a
scary well put together experience that will definitely make you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665your pants at points. A
6\/10 ...
Just sort that locomotion and it's a 9\/10. Worth the paid for an experience.. As far as time management games go, Gamehouse
delivers a great and challenging game. As far as the story goes, if you do not like silly, overly dramatic stories that read like a
really bad reality show, then stay away from this game. Normally, I enjoy these stories, but this one really got on my nerves. The
only thing that saved me from downvoting this game, was the creativity of the levels themselves. It was fun to see how they
incorporated levels like the prison into the story and made it workable (albeit over-the-top). I did like that in this game, they did
not put achievements in here that took quite a few hours to achieve. It took half the time to complete this one as opposed to
Fashion Fever. I still say the $12.99 price tag is a bit steep, but thankfully they tend to go half price during the big sales events.
If you can wait until they go on sale, that is a much better option.. Meme Review *clap* *clap*

0\/10. doesn't work in china, poor network servers
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